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WORDS & SYNONIMS 

 

1 
 

based on majority vote 

silly-funny 

differences among 

generation 

everybody says 

return together 

they had 

separated 

argument 

connect 

succeed 

miss behave 

say something in rude 

way 

act properly 

confined 
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2 
 

improve behavior 

action – step 

change 

 

decreasing 

amount 

 

present 

influence 

all around the world 

basic – main 

element 

in addition 

employed 

possible 

increasing 

deal confront 

difficulty 



WORDS & SYNONIMS 

 

3 
 

introduced 

getting old 

attention 

need 

cording to tradition 

 

important problem 

how come 

think – considerate 

limit-restrict 

improve behavior 

degree/rank 

review/reveal 

situation 

do something wrong 

someone who has 

responsibility 

succumb 
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4 
 

not make any disturbance 

experience 

 

exhibit 

change 

disappointed 

polite 

dependable 

just 

egotistical 

serious 

intolerant/trust 

thoughtful 

oppose 

Getting similar 

job 

interment back them 

bread/mustache 



WORDS & SYNONIMS 

 

5 
 

opinion 

the old 

having baby 

 

look out after 

the old 

because of 

sudden increase 

based on 

late 

form 

finally 

finally 

tragic 

make/bring about 

change 

severe 

growing 
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6 
 

make 

responsibility 

veneration/respect 

depended 

growing 

event 

separated 

struggle 

try 

manage 

collect money 

appropriately/sufficiently 

confront 

separated 

mixture 

different 

instrument for cooking 

 



WORDS & SYNONIMS 

 

7 
 

secret 

continue 

interesting 

cynical 

noticing/seeing 

strong / high imagination 

covered with hair 

kike human beings 

confess 

special clothes 

England 

several/many 

 

think about 

exceptional 

I don’t know 

I don’t know 

I think 
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8 
 

there is no reason 

clear 

use the elevator 

wait for 

parcel 

weird/odd/unusual 

ancient study 

difference 

forefather 

local/indigene 

area 

victory 

3 dimension 

eruption 

size 

examine/search 

happening 

think 
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9 
 

 

  

proof 

hole/cavity 

never 

prove 

be meaning full 

surprising 

discovery 

fabricate 

 

female ruler of empire 

murder 

Other words: 

Coming soon :)



 

 

Paraphrase 

 

How out of touch I am: not getting news 

 خبر ًداشتي

I can’t believe it: for showing surprise 

 ًویتًَن ببٍر کٌن

I hate to say it: don’t like to say 

 هتٌفرم از ایٌکِ بگن

Whys that: how come? 

 چِ جَری؟

Don’t tell me you buy that story: 

 ًگَ کِ ببٍر کردی

Who’s to say these things don’t exist: 

 کی هیگِ ٍجَد ًدارُ؟



WORDS & SYNONIMS 

 

11 
 

There is no question 

It is certain/شکی ًیست 

Get out of here 

 برٍ بببب

You change your mind 

 ًظرت عَض هیشِ

If I saw them with my own eyes 

 اگِ بب دٍ چشن خَدم ببیٌن

Seeing is bealiving 

 دیدى ببٍر کردًِ

As far as iam concered 

 اگِ از هي بپرسی

Take the elevator 
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12 
 

 استفبدُ از آسبًسَر

Lights went out 

 برق ّب رفت

Take stairs 

 استفبدُ از پلِ ّب

Disappear into air 

 غیب شدى

Patch up 

 آشتی کردى

Get hurt 

 آسیب دیدى

No longer 

 دیگر
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13 
 

Catch someone with hands in the cookie 

jar 

 هچ کسی را گرفتي

Parental intervention 

ًفَذ داشتي-دخیل بئدى   

Iam sure it is nothing 

 هطوئٌن چیسی ًیست

 

 

Finish 

Hope the best… 

 

 


